BC gets two thumbs up

Survey finds 87 percent of students have positive experience on campus

By Chris Magee

Dean of Student Development Michelle J. Clarke / Heights Editor

The administration will use these results to identify areas to improve. The survey showed that 84 percent of students felt valued as a person at BC, while 84 percent believe that they can find a career on campus. The results were shared with the students via e-mail. Twenty-three percent of students said they would enroll at BC again if they were in a different career major.

Six leading executives, all BC alumni, counsel students on careers at tech conference

By Alexi Chi

In light of the removal of all freshmen from the Advising Center’s director, students in the School of Science and Mathematics are increasingly looking to their own. The group of students who held a vigil hope to make the demonstration a weekly event.

Students hold vigil for Iraq war

By Greg Hayunker

Despite the wind and bitter cold, about 20 students remained outside O’Neill Plaza for the sixth night of a weekly vigil. Though BC was under a weather advisory on Wednesday, about 30 students gathered outside the O’Neill Plaza for the vigil. After reading a poem, Song handed out laminated photos and statements regarding those who have died in the enemy. Though some of the students were still, but the ones who are speaking out now, "Good Muslims should do something, forward," said she during the vigil. The program featured a panel discussion on technology on Tuesday. Students had one-on-one time with alumni from the Advising Center’s director, students in the School of Science and Mathematics are increasingly looking to their own. The group of students who held a vigil hope to make the demonstration a weekly event.
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Bid-riding citizens gain from Iraq's destruction

On Wednesday, a good jury inflicted three agony on terrorists and two civilians who had been killed in Iraqi reconstruction funds from a contractor for kickbacks, including vehicles, jewelry, and real estate, according to CNN. The top military official indicted in a U.S. Army Reserve Col. Curtis Whitfield, and the other defendants include Amy Rossell and Col. Drea Hines, both of whom were identified and were issued a trespass warning. A report was filed in Claver Hall regarding an ill party who was transported to Way regarding vandalism to a building. A report was filed at Fenwick Hall regarding lost property.

Mass. Attorney General to investigate

Massachusetts Attorney General Martha Coakley announced Wednesday that has office will undertake a civil investigation by dozens of states regarding a computer security breach of TJX Co., the owner of retail chains T.J. Maxx and Marshalls. The breach was discovered in December, but TJX waited until Jan. 17 to announce the incident. TJX has said the number was more than 40 million cards may have been affected, but I got tired walking, so I thought I would drive the patrol car that had been idle outside of a post office in Lewiston, Thinking too tired to walk home, the officers followed the car running when they went inside to investigate a report regarding the use of technology for effective teaching and learning, the positive impact of using technology on student learning, and the innovative use or adaptation of contemporary technology for teaching.”
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Agape addresses divisions within church

By Casey Grimes


Racism goes 'underground,' according to speaker

By Cindy MacCraith


Speaker discusses divisions as a homosexual experience

By Edna Kowalski


The racially acclimated and...
Vigil calls for peace in Iraq

Speaker: Muslims can be peaceful

Muslim, from Al

Supervisor mentioned the preparation of gathering notices and donations to discuss future gatherings.

As for petitions and other political forms of action, Said said, "I could suggest the idea for a draft, but it's difficult to keep moments in the political sphere." Although Said felt the initiative to coordinate and lead the cause, he stated that this movement is not solely his effort.

He cited the Global Peace Project and the sociology department supporters of the peace vigil and Said. He stated that it wasn't an important battle for him, he doesn't even remember the vigil for so long, that will be.

Said, however, said that he did speak up to meet with a group on campus, and he shared the thoughts on specific plans for the future and an Iraq War campaign.

"It can say, however, that I personally, and others with me, do not believe that the role of the Iraq War is a moral and strategic imperative. Whatever shape our ultimate role, they will always have this ultimate goal in mind," he said.

The peace vigil will be held from 6 to 8 p.m. from Tuesday, 10th August, to 4 p.m. "This is just another way, another form of action, of indulgence," he said. "But in the form or other events, it's difficult to know where to place our energy. Education about, and awareness of the war is the biggest thought, though.

Survey delves into student perceptions

Survey, from Al

For students below the $40,000 income level was more of those who expressed no confidence in the abilities of their elected leaders, while just over a quarter of respondents expressed no confidence in the abilities of their elected leaders.

The survey also asked respondents to rate their confidence in various groups. The data revealed that 87 percent of respondents agreed that 87 percent of respondents agreed that the American military is the most effective and 67 percent of respondents agreed that the American military is the most effective. In contrast, only 40 percent of respondents expressed no confidence in the abilities of their elected leaders.

Darwish focused, rather unlike the phenomenon of Muslim American political "terrorism," said Darwish, expressing the American Muslim-American vote for Bols.

"It's completely misguided for Iraqis not to have this first glimpse. Darwish added to the issue of maintaining religious freedom. How could you claim that some of the actions that have been taken is that religious freedom is needed and you need it, and you need to respect citizens of your own country.

One student who attended the lecture, a sophomore, said during an interview that he was completely unrelated to the American media doesn't give good information in the way that it is used so excessively and against the civilians?" he asked.
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Senior debuts merits of ticket policy

 Tickets from, from BC

 BC Athletic Director Greg Horak, who has charged athletic representatives have stressed in the past that certain athletic programs sometimes only apply $1,000,000, the athletic program of Miami University’s $4,400, and if fewer than $4,400 are sold, then BC will modify their approach to ticket sales, but not to the point that a ticket sold for less than $1,000,000 will be offered.


Alumni offer technology career advice to undergrads

Tech, from A1

“Keep it simple,” said Sullivan. “The major doesn’t really matter.”

Sullivan also offered advice to those about to launch into the business world.

“If there’s one thing that you want to do throughout your career, it’s to get a mentor. Be flexible. Learn a lot. Get involved in something you care passionately about,” said Sullivan.

The C-level executive also offered several tips on the best places to find a job in technology. She suggested that students understand that what they may think is significant when it comes to potential for growth, in contrast to more established businesses, others are more willing to work with younger employees.

Mary Berrend, a senior vice president of finance and administration at Procter & Gamble, agreed with Sullivan about being patient.

“Smaller companies offer you the opportunity to not only take on more responsibilities and be more accountable, but also to be successful. The key thing is to find people who work hard or will,” said Scholze.

Jennifer Scholze, an investment partner with SAP Ventures, emphasized the importance of the BC alumni network.

“T o fund a robust athletic program and to offer more scholar- ship support, we need more money, and we lose influence of the change, but a fair enough change would be all.
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The preliminary results from a survey conducted by the Undergraduate Government of Boston College (UGBC) show that 58.3 percent of those surveyed believe the university measures the student response rate. Only 23 percent of those surveyed believe the university measures the student perception. There is no question that the university needs to capitalize on every opportunity to gather relevant data from the students.

The controversy surrounding Carter’s eligibility to speak at Boston College has been the subject of recent attention, with many students expressing concern over the university’s decision to invite him. Carter, who was the youngest son of the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., was invited to speak at Boston College as part of a larger discussion on civil rights and social justice.

The university’s decision to invite King has been met with the concern that he is not an appropriate speaker for the university. Many students have expressed concern over the university’s decision to invite King as a speaker, and many have also raised questions about the university’s ability to make such decisions.
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"Earnestness" remaining the best policy

Kevin Febey

"I want to be a doctor. I want to be a lawyer. I want to be Mulder. I want to be Batman."

And so our society has trended beyond the passion quest, and into the pursuit of what we need to do next. This mindset, which can be referred to as confidence, is something that has become an expectation within our society. However, I do not believe that we should have to be confident all the time, especially when it comes to education. This mindset can be detrimental to our education because it pressures students to think about the future, rather than focusing on the present. This is what I would like to discuss in this article.

The concept of earning a living has been around for a while, and it is something that we all have to do at some point in our lives. However, it is important to note that we should not be afraid to take risks, and that we should not be afraid to explore different options. This is because we are all unique, and we all have different passions. It is important to keep in mind that we should not be afraid to fail, and that we should be willing to learn from our mistakes.

The true spirit of the tournament, I believe, is not the fact that $5,000 in prize money was awarded, but rather the fact that students from Boston College's, not those of the students from George Mason University, gained enough prominence to organize this rally in Washington D.C. last weekend.

The beauty of this whole lifestyle is that, in the end, the decision lies in your hands – not your family's, not those of the Jesuits and stop by the signup table in McElroy on Monday or Tuesday. The Campus School, grades kindergarten through 12 with a volunteer (CSV) program of Boston College's, not those of the Jesuits, hosted on your standard collegiate hockey rink, two teams of athletes. Hosted on your standard collegiate hockey rink, two teams of athletes. Hosted on your standard collegiate hockey rink, two teams of athletes. Hosted on your standard collegiate hockey rink, two teams of athletes.

The power of political participation

By Joshua Darr

This may not be as easy as it seems. There are the study habits of the student athletes, the work habits of their parents, and the pressures of being in a major just to make it seem like they had some kind of pride. This is where the student athletes are at a disadvantage, as they are not able to focus on their studies during the training season, which can lead to a lack of focus and a lack of grades. This is why it is important to focus on their studies during the training season, in order to get the best possible grades.
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“Growing up in poverty made me more determined to be productive and help others. So, I worked as a neighborhood coordinator helping kids go to the next level. Today, I’m still mentoring young people, encouraging them to do something positive in their community. Now, that’s inspiring!”

We inspired before. We continue to inspire today. Join thousands like me who are still asking what they can do for their country and community. Discover which opportunity is right for you.

Visit www.getinvolved.gov or call 1-800-424-8867 (TTY: 1-800-833-3722)
Relations with Iran increasingly tense

According to a map from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Iran has nuclear power plants; despite worldwide criticism, it has refused to stop its uranium enrichment program.

The science behind nanotubes................B3

Despite the lack of evidence of Iran's guilt, many, if not most of the world's intelligence agencies believe that Iran has an active nuclear weapons effort. As a result, the Bush administration, and others, have placed sanctions on Iran, hoping to force it to give up its nuclear ambitions now or later.
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The music industry must reach a consensus on piracy

Apple's bold move comes as the music industry appears to be facing a crisis. Sales of its mainstay product—the album—continue to sink, while sales of digital music, including individual songs, have not increased enough to offset the decline. Industry-wide album sales are already down more than 6 percent from last year, and the music industry's performance was comparable last year's. This month's sales were down 7 percent from January last year, the worst January performance since computerized sales tracking began in 1991. Though Jobs is the most powerful voice to support this change thus far, the move is sure to rile the music industry. Apple, the juggernaut that sells digital music, has been able to control its own destiny thanks to the iPod and iTunes. But several industry executives may view his comments as an effort to deflect blame from Apple into the record companies for the incompatibility of various digital music devices and services. Though this may be the case, it's more likely that Jobs is betting that anything that stimulates the sale of digital music can only help his company. With the clout built on its market share, Apple has already prevailed against the labels in disputes over pricing. There is a general sense, however, that the industry is still unwilling to do away completely with copy protection, and no contracts have been signed yet to change the systems of distribution by any of the players. The Universal Music Group, the Warner Music Group, and Sony BMG Music Entertainment have not released any official response to Jobs' statement. But several industry executives may view his comments as an effort to deflect blame from Apple onto the record companies for the incompatibility of various digital music devices and services. Though this may be the case, it's more likely that Jobs is betting that anything that stimulates the sale of digital music can help his company. It's time for the industry to stop delaying and settle this dispute before it spirals out of control.
E-mail obriennf@bc.edu if interested.
Fundamentalist intolerance of atheists is unwarranted

POLITICALLY SPEAKING

Michael O’Brien

There’s been a lot of press recently about the rise of the Religious Right. While there is no question that religious influence has become increasingly powerful in our political, social, and educational institutions, there are those who would argue that this is a dangerous trend. The rise of the Religious Right has led to a growing number of political and cultural conflicts, particularly with the increasing number of non-religious Americans. The Religious Right has been described as an anti-science, anti-intellectual, and anti-civil rights movement, which has been fueled by the rise of the Tea Party movement and the election of Donald Trump as President.

Opponents of the Religious Right argue that this movement is based on a deep-seated fear of the unknown and a desire to maintain control over people’s beliefs and behaviors. They argue that the Religious Right is not only anti-science, but also anti-civic and anti-critical thinking. The rise of this movement has led to a growing number of political and cultural conflicts, particularly with the increasing number of non-religious Americans. The Religious Right has been described as an anti-science, anti-intellectual, and anti-civil rights movement, which has been fueled by the rise of the Tea Party movement and the election of Donald Trump as President.

One can choose to accept God and one’s religious beliefs as moral guidance and spiritual commitment. However, the rise of the Religious Right has led to a growing number of political and cultural conflicts, particularly with the increasing number of non-religious Americans. The Religious Right has been described as an anti-science, anti-intellectual, and anti-civil rights movement, which has been fueled by the rise of the Tea Party movement and the election of Donald Trump as President.
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The rise of the Religious Right has led to a growing number of political and cultural conflicts, particularly with the increasing number of non-religious Americans. The Religious Right has been described as an anti-science, anti-intellectual, and anti-civil rights movement, which has been fueled by the rise of the Tea Party movement and the election of Donald Trump as President.
Looking for a career that gives you choices?

Whatever your career goals, you’ll find a path that helps you reach them at Ernst & Young. We’ve created a flexible work environment that provides options for managing personal and professional growth and success. So visit us on campus or at ey.com/us/careers.
**BOSTON, MA.—Boston College sophomore Nathan Gerbe scored the decisive goal in Boston College's 3-1 victory over Harvard in the Beanpot semifinal and has emerged as a dangerous scoring threat this season.**

Nathan Gerbe scored what would be the deciding goal in BC's 67-62 victory over the Hurricanes at 27 with just over four minutes remaining in the game. Rice responded with a successful trey to tie the game back up, the two teams traded baskets until John Oates scored off a Mike Brennan tripping penalty, the Eagles regrouped nicely after the rough first period and trying to keep this team in the game with a first period lead was probably the most difficult part," said Schermer.

"I can’t explain it," said Shaus about the game. "It’s the best feeling in the world."

The Eagles have never won two in a row on the power play this season.

**Gerbe’s game fit for big stage**

By Nick Turchin
Assistant Sports Editor

Boston College sophomore Nathan Gerbe received high praise following Monday’s 3-1 victory over the Harvard Crimson. It came from coach Jerry York, and the Crimson’s captain, senior defenseman Dylan Reese.

"Nathan is a great player," York said. "He’s got a lot of talent. He’s got a lot of experience. He’s got a ton of speed. I don’t know what he’s going to do down the line, but he’s a very good player and he’s going to be a very good player."

Nate Oates scored two of BC’s three goals, including the game-winner and an empty-netter. The Eagles outshot Harvard 20-19 and killed the rest of that penalty. It was a good play and it gave us a boost." The Eagles killed off the next two penalties with Schermer also being a factor during the second period. BC’s penalty-kill unit has a 21.6 percent success rate through first, and end a truly memorable night for all those in attendance.

"We didn’t do much of anything," York said. "But we had a good opportunity to win the game and we didn’t take advantage of it."

"I don’t look at it as staying in first place; I look at it as one game at a time."

"We’re not going by numbers; we’re going by one game at a time."

"That’s what all the fans want, that’s what all the pep bands to unleash their aggression, and another tall forward of the game. Following Monday’s 3-1 victory over the Crimson, York talked about his young star, comparing him to another BC great.

"I can talk about playing another BC great," York said. "I can talk about playing the other BC great."

"I don’t look at it as staying in first place; I look at it as one game at a time."
The Week Ahead
This is one of the biggest weekends of the year for Boston College fans. Before a date with Duke next Wednesday, the men’s basketball team meets Florida State, while the women’s Basketball team faces the Tar Heels in a game that will be televised on ESPN. I can’t be there to watch the game, but I can follow along from my couch with the ESPN app.

Guest Editor: Keith Evans
Associate, Marketplace Editor

It’s just a bunch of numbers.

This Week’s Games
Men’s Basketball: BC vs Florida State
Men’s Basketball: BC vs Duke
Men’s Basketball: BC vs Notre Dame
Womens’ Basketball: Notre Dame vs BC
Womens’ Basketball: Notre Dame vs Duke
Womens’ Basketball: Notre Dame vs Florida State

Standings
Jeff Weinstein - 7-8
Jessica Isner - 5-10
Nick Travers - 4-11
Recap from Last Weekend
Upsets abounded on last week’s action. Number one was the very big upset as Drexel picked up a road win over the Hawks in the CAA tournament. The second upset was a 77-76 loss by the Eagles to the Sooners in the Big 12 tournament.

Two quarterbacks are committed to the Eagles. Both Chris Jones of Peterson, N.J., and Dominique Davis from Lakeland, Fla., are on the wish list of all Big Ten conference teams. The Eagles have made offers to both players, and are waiting for a response.

Weber State's Steve Logan – who coached NFL quarterbacks Jeff Weidman and Richard Gause – have been named the new assistant coach at Boston College. Logan will join the Eagles as their offensive coordinator and quarterbacks coach.

The Eagles have signed 18 players for the class of 2011.

Eagles sign 18 for class of 11
Signing Day, from BC

The Eagles have signed 18 players for the class of 2011, including 10 offensive linemen, four defensive linemen, three wide receivers and one defensive back.

The recruits include the following:

- Dominique Davis from Lakeland, Fla., is the number two wide receiver in the country.
- Matthew Wilkins from Mansfield, Mass., is a top ten defensive end in the country.
- Blake and David Gerald from East Carolina will bring the Eagles a strong running game.
- Brandon Walls from Florida State is a top ten defensive tackle in the country.

The Eagles also signed a quarterback from North Carolina, Blake and David Gerald from East Carolina, and a running back from Florida State, Brandon Walls.

The Eagles have signed 18 players for the class of 2011. The team is looking to add more players in the next few weeks.
The Crimson bombarded Schaus with 21 shots, but nevertheless we got our 18 quality young men," said the coach. "I said that we would get BC- type people — smart and tough. You can win with tough, smart kids."

Two of the linemen that O'Brien signed on to play at BC under the former staff, have not yet signed for this season. The full effects of Boston College's regime change will not be seen for quite some time, but already it runs certain to be felt."

The Heights Senior Staff
By Dan Schwartz

New head football coach Jeff Jagodzinski announced the 18 new recruits for the team's first recruiting class for which the new coach is personally responsible.

Coach
Jags inks
18 new
recruits
Late signings highlight
new coach's first class
at Boston College
By Denis Stemarcz

The full effects of Boston College's regime change will not be seen for quite some time, but already it runs certain to be felt.

Late in the period, the Eagles made a defensive blunder and were penalized for too many men on the ice, which allowed the Crimson to get a 2-0 lead. After a three pointer extended the score to 15-0, Eagles head coach Jerry York said, "I thought [Miami] was gonna come with an attitude and play hard, but they didn't."
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Anna McDowell celebrates her game-winning goal in the third round time against Harvard.

BC downs Harvard in 3OT

Schaus ties BC record for saves as Eagles advance to Beanpot final

By Jennifer Weissman

Eagles dispatch Crimson to Harvard 3-1, to advance to the Beanpot consolation game, beating the Harvard Crimson. With the game tied at 15-0, Eagles head coach Jerry York said, "I thought [Miami] was gonna come with an attitude and play hard, but they didn't."
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream
Boston Ballet takes on Shakespeare
[6-7]

The Musician’s Bar
Waltz over to Wally’s Cafe for a healthy dose of jazz (and beer)
[5]
2. **EXTRA BINGO**

You’ve played bingo before, but have you played extreme bingo? Keep in mind, this is not your Grandma’s Friday-night-retirement-home get-together. Join the Emerging Leader Program and Nights on the Heights for Boston College’s rendition of the old classic in the Chocolate Bar at 9 p.m. on Friday. Your girlfriend’s pleas of “c’mon, it’ll be fun … plus, we can get coffee and cuddle afterward” aren’t enough to convince you? Perhaps the fact that proceeds from the event go toward the New England Medical Center’s Floating Hospital will be sufficient (read: brownie points). If not, come for the sweet prizes! Winners will receive gifts donated from retailers and restaurants around the greater Boston area.

3. **24 HOUR THEATER**

Think you’re stressed? Try writing, rehearsing, and staging a play in 24 hours, and you may reneg on that thought. On Saturday night, come to Robsham to see plays produced by theater majors and improv groups in only one day. Wanna see even more stress? The teams will be competing against each other and will be judged by theater professionals from around Boston. If you’re questioning the quality of a play put together in 24 hours, be comforted by the fact that proceeds from the event will benefit middle school children across Massachusetts.

4. **A NEW KEY: MODERN BELGIAN ART COMES TO BC**

Up for some culture but can’t be bothered with leaving campus? Then the new exhibit at The McMullen Museum of Art is just what you need. The Simon Collection, which was previously in London and France, has made its way to Boston College. The exhibit features 53 of the most important works in Belgian art. Bonus: The exhibit’s convenient location in Devlin leaves you no excuse not to go.
Heights Editor
By alexi Chi

Bloc Party’s follow-up to 2004’s acclaimed Silent Alarm has been hugely anticipated, and there have been the requisite fears of a disappointing follow-up for the South London quartet; not for a “just more of the same” disappointment, but a Coldplay “pretentious and overblown” disappointment. These fears aren’t groundless, as Bloc Party does tend to take itself too seriously.

So Weekend in the City arrives to considerable scrutiny. And while the album doesn’t exactly disappoint, it certainly does not deliver everything fans would hope from the second Bloc Party album. It doesn’t sound as aggressive as much of Silent Alarm did, instead favoring a grandiose style, and for the most part, that’s a shame, since nothing on the album quite matches the grandness of “Like Eating Glass” or the Gang of Four-esque snarl of “Banquet.”

But this is not to say that there are not some very good songs on the album. The opening track, “Song for Clay,” while not even comparing to the opening salvo that was “Like Eating Glass,” has a heavy riff and a persistent backbeat after the quiet but quite annoying intro (“I am trying to be heroic / In an age of modernity” is the album’s first line). Better are the more sincere and intimate songs on the album, such as “Waiting for 7:18,” “Kreuzberg,” and “I Still Remember.” They are different than the best songs of modernity” is the album’s first line). Better are the more sincere and intimate songs on the album, giving hope that this entire album will reveal itself over time.

Chart-Toppers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOP SINGLES</th>
<th>TOP COLLEGE ALBUMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Beyonce - “Irreplaceable”</td>
<td>1 The Shins - Wincing The Night Away</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Fall Out Boy - “This Ain’t A Scene, It’s...”</td>
<td>2 Of Montreal - Hissing Fauna, Are You The...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Nelly Furtado - “Say It Right”</td>
<td>3 Deerhoof - Friend Opportunity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Daughtry - “It’s Not Over”</td>
<td>4 Sloan - Never Hear The End Of It</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Akon feat. Snoop - “I Wanna Love You”</td>
<td>5 Clinic - Visitations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Gwen Stefani feat. Akon - “The Sweet...”</td>
<td>6 Tom Waits - Orphans: Crawlers, Bowlers...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Ludacris feat. Mary J. Blige - “Runaway...”</td>
<td>7 The Good, The Bad, And The Queen - The...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Jim Jones - “We Fly High”</td>
<td>8 Menomena - Friend And Foe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Fergie - “Fergalicious”</td>
<td>9 Brand New - The Devil And God Are...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Justin Timberlake - “What Goes Around...”</td>
<td>10 The Postmarks - The Postmarks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data compiled by www.billboard.com and www.cmj.com

ALBUM UPDATE

In stores Tuesday, Feb. 13

Ginuwine
I Apologize

Van Morrison
Van Morrison at the Movies: Soundtrack Hits

Lucinda Williams
West

Mind On Music

BY JULIANNE SMITH
For The Heights

Last year, Kanye West in our own Conte Forum was kind of a big deal. I did not attend. This is not because I don’t like Kanye. I like Kanye as much as the next Irish suburban girl with “Gold Digger” on her iPod Shuffle, but I was too nervous someone would see me swaying off beat while awkwardly trying to figure out what to do with my hands during “Jesus Walks.” I was not worthy.

On Friday, I overheard someone excitedly whisper that Fall Out Boy may be this year’s headliner. This got me thinking: How is Fall Out Boy still on the radar? Why didn’t they disappear onto TRL’s “Wannabees” two years ago with Taking Back Sunday, Thursday, October Fall, and all the other too-long, must-have-a-weekday-or-month-in-their-title ephemeral emo bands? Technically speaking, I know these bands are not “emo,” they are considered post-hardcore or pop/punk.

In fact, lead lyricist and bassist for FOB, Pete Wentz, said in an interview with Rolling Stone that his band’s new single, “This Ain’t a Scene, It’s an Arms Race,” reflects his frustrations with the current “emo scene” and all that goes along with it (except his bangs, he could never part with those). Wentz must have been sick of angry prepubescent girls sketching his name on their embroidered L.L.Bean backpacks; why else would he make a surprise cameo on One Tree Hill, or admit that the ending of the new single was inspired by Justin Timberlake’s “Seventeen?”

I am being too harsh. After all, the title of Fall Out Boy’s most recent album, Infinity on High, is a line taken from one of Van Gogh’s personal letters. They must be real artists. Personally, I believe the fourth track on the album, “I’m Like a Lawyer With The Way I’m Always Trying To Get You Off (Me & You),” explains it all. No, but honestly, Timbaland, Babyface and Jay-Z all took part in the production of FOB’s new album. They’re huge. “Ain’t a Scene” was the No. 1 download yesterday on iTunes. Wentz recently wrote on the band’s blog, “Tonight I played Taboo with Kanye West.” Wow. It’s no wonder why they were nominated for the Best New Artist Grammy in 2006 … they play Taboo with Kanye.
The Fall Out boys man up

By Louis Tullo  
Heights Staff

Fall Out Boy’s “This Ain’t a Scene, It’s an Arms Race” is blowing up on the Billboard charts. The group’s junior effort, Infinity On High, comes as no surprise, as it is a deliciously meaty dose of both punk and pop that is sure to win over some new fans – but maybe lose some old ones.

A truly good pop alternative to the underground emo-punk scene has been lacking from the music scene for a while. Blink-182 parted ways and Green Day chose to go politically conscious. The debut of the lead single “Arms Race,” at the No. 2 position on the Billboard Hot 100 shows that Fall Out Boy is doing a great job of filling that void.

The opening track, “Thriller,” is introduced by Jay-Z, which may be shocking in and of itself. Babyface’s production on two tracks is even more interesting, including the highly melodic “I’m Like A Lawyer / Sometimes we take chances / Sometimes we take pills.”

“You’re Crashing, But You’re No Wave” is similarly striking. The utilization of a choir is quite poignant, especially underneath the stark lyrics. The chorus proclaims, “Can’t help it / Can’t share / That you could be the cause of that casket / Baby, forget if his head lays here / Isn’t it tragic.”

Rounding out the album is “I’ve Got All This Ringing in My Ears …,” to end things on a superb note. The disco-influenced melody throughout the track provides a unique contrast to the standout guitars and lyrics that evoke the pain of love lost.

When most people think of Friedrich Nietzsche, they think of the will to power, the death of God, the Herd instinct, the master-slave morality, and the Übermensch, or “superman.” Most people don’t know that besides being a renowned philologist and philosopher, Nietzsche was also an aspiring, and pretty good, composer.

“Life without music is simply an error, a pain, an exile,” he once wrote in a letter to his friend and fellow musician, Peter Gast.

Altogether, Nietzsche’s time as a musical composer was quite short. He started around 1862 and continued until his death in an insane asylum in 1889.

According to Benjamin Moritz’s The Music and Thought of Friedrich Nietzsche, he “completed 15 lieder, nine solo piano pieces, a piece for choir and orchestra, and several piano four-hands pieces, in addition to a larger number of sketches and half-finished compositions.”

Like his philosophical and artistic beliefs, Nietzsche’s musical taste changed over time. The early Nietzsche was an avid fan of Richard Wagner’s nationalistic, cacophonous music. In fact, both men enjoyed each other’s company and became good friends around the time Nietzsche was made a professor of philology in his early 20s. Nietzsche would visit the Wagner estate to share philosophical works, to which Wagner would respond, for the latter dabbled in writing himself.

When it came to musical composition, however, Wagner, being the megalomaniac he was, always put Nietzsche in his place and mocked him.

The first study on Nietzsche’s music was published in the 1960s. Nowadays, the general consensus on his works is quite controversial. Many argue that his shorter pieces are comparable to those of his more famous counterparts. Because they were short, Nietzsche was able to focus his skills and create a nice, thorough composition.

The longer pieces, however, seem to have given him trouble. Moritz writes: “While Nietzsche tried on occasion to compose longer and more complex works, these do not necessarily represent the best of his musical output; indeed it is in the longer works that his lack of musical training most comes to light.”

If you’re a fan of his books, or interested in antiquated, yet unique music, then I suggest you check out the CD, The Music of Friedrich Nietzsche.
Not a bad Finale destination

By Joseph Dube
For the Heights

My initial hesitation to ruin such an artfully arranged dessert quickly vanished as my taste buds got a hold of the molten chocolate cake at Finale. Located on Beacon Street in Coolidge Corner, this restaurant offers some of the best desserts in Boston. Finale offers more than just a quick sugar fix, however, because while its menu is geared toward desserts, this restaurant provides a complete dining experience with delightful ambiance and friendly service.

Finale also offers an extensive wine list to complement any of its 14 plated desserts, but let’s be honest, nothing goes with chocolate cake like a nice tall glass of milk. All of these positives certainly do not go unnoticed in the price, as a standard serving of cake costs at least $10.

Finale is open late, keeping its doors open until 12:30 a.m. on Friday and Saturday nights, which makes it a desirable destination on your way back from dinner or a concert in the city. The warm gooey center of the molten chocolate cake was enough to convince me to drop in again.

Drink Here

Remember in the movie That Thing You Do! when Guy asks about a good jazz club and Lamarr screens him before sending him off to the Blue Spa? Well, Wally’s is that sort of place.

Located in the Berkeley area, Wally’s is basically a little hole-in-the-wall place that you may miss if you’re walking too fast. There’s live music every day of the year and there’s no cover. The drinks are fairly inexpensive, too, so be sure to take extra care of your bartenders and the band.

This club is extremely cramped inside. The band literally blocks the fire exit (please don’t tell the Boston Fire Department). Most people either sit down or are asked by people already sitting down to move out of the way. The chairs are so close together that you end up sitting next to complete strangers whether you want to or not, which is great. The club is always packed with music aficionados from the area who usually make for great conversation.

At Wally’s, the atmosphere is very chill, so feel free to meet new people (i.e., “You’re Dell Paxton! You … are … my biggest fan”).

The best thing about Wally’s is the music, obviously. As the bartender puts it, Wally’s has “good music, good vibes.” If you’re a fan of jazz, you’re never going to want to leave. You would have to head out around 12:30 a.m. in order to catch the T, but the music gets you in the mood to cab it all the way back from downtown. There’s usually some combination of jazz, funk, R&B, fusion, and blues played each night. It’s nice to know there’s a place where you won’t be forced to listen to Akon singing “Smack That” for the billionth time.

Drink Up!

Pomegranate Martini

It’s probably safe to say that many New Year’s resolutions have gone down the drain by this point. Making a resolution to eat healthier and work out more can be hard to keep when it feels like the Ice Age outside. But if you’re looking for a cocktail with a few health benefits, and a fruity flavor, then the Pomegranate Martini is for you.

This martini started creating some buzz within the past year when it landed a spot on Oprah. It’s a great drink for entertaining because the flavor is impressive, but it’s simple to make.

Pomegranate is a rich source of folic acid, antioxidants, vitamin C, and has a variety of other health benefits. Pomegranate extract has no sugar, calories, or additives, and is often used as a substitute for juice as a healthy ingredient.

Shake the pomegranate juice, vodka, and Cointreau in a shaker with ice and pour into a chilled Martini glass. You can add a splash of sparkling water and a squeeze of lemon to kick up the flavor.

Garnish this bev with a piece of pomegranate fruit. If you’re feeling adventurous, you can garnish it with a flamed orange, but don’t try that in your dorm room.

Drink up!
ballet of the season, Gielgud's ... together ... on and off and you have to keep it in the back of your head ...”

Upcoming Productions

Sunday, Feb. 18. Tickets are available through Telecharge (800-447-7400)

After Boston Ballet's production of Midsummer Thursday, February 8, 2007 from March 1 to 4 that includes a world premiere from ... Balanchine’s quintessential female dancer, a ... Pra, a member of the corps de ballet, I could not help but smile—this whole interview had been ... future. Whitestone: “We do a study video from the New York City Ballet and the Pacific Northwest Ballet. ... to characterize our production as a challenging one. While the company has had the lengthy period of a month to prepare for the show, they came together on stage at the Civic Theatre in preparation for today’s opening. Quite a feat, indeed. ... as far as interest goes, I would say if the music goes well with the choreography then you enjoy yourself from it on. Psychiatry ... Pra said, “It depends on the role … I think it's kind of an abstract storytelling that transcends time and space.”

Ticket Information

Dorothy Bullock's production of A Midsummer Night's Dream opens at its home at the SCeNe Theatre today, Thursday, Feb. 8, and runs through Sunday, Feb. 11. Tickets are available through Ticketmaster (617-448-3800) and range in price from $5-$20. There is also a special student rush program, where with a valid college ID, students can purchase an individual ticket to the day's performance at the box office for $20 two hours prior to show time.

Upcoming Productions

After Whitestone, the company will perform a contemporary program titled New Visions from March 5 to 11 that includes a world premiere from two resident choreographers: Jamaica Whitanock and Frank White. We’ve been preparing for that since the year began because world premieres take a lot of time to put together ... and end and you have to keep it in the back of your head ...”

The company will also offer Classic Balanchine, featuring the choreographer's three pieces: "Rodeo" by Robbins; "La Valse," and "The Four Temperaments" on May 30. This summer, they will perform their third ballet of the season, Giselle’s "Giselle."
Meghan Thomsen  BC '09

Gossip:

With Spider-Man 3 in the can, Kirsten Dunst, who portrays Mary Jane Watson, has been busy assembling her own version of the A-Team. Since her split with long-time beau with Jake Gyllenhaal, Dunst has remained very single and has apparently developed a thing for dark-haired men whose first names begins with "A."

Feb. 3, Page Six reported that Dunst partied with Andy Samberg, who she has been linked to in the past. The two attended the DKNY Jeans party for the film Entourage, which Charlize Theron co-produced. A source for Page Six says Dunst "was hanging out and dancing with Andy most of the night. They were behind a screen in their own little VIP area." Before Samberg, there were rumors Dunst was seeing Strokes drummer Fabrizio Moretti, Drew Barrymore's ex-boyfriend. Strokes drummer Fabrizio Moretti, Drew Barrymore's ex-boyfriend. Us Weekly reported that the two were photographed having lunch at Joan's on Third in L.A. Jan. 27. Despite these three, I predict Dunst's new man could be Strokes drummer Fabrizio Moretti, Drew Barrymore's ex-boyfriend. Us Weekly.

Stephen King (The Dark Tower) said:

"These comics aren't junk food; they're more like delicacies — Sushi for the mind, if you like. They're hip, they're relevant, and they're fun."

Wall-to-Wall: Write on Stephen's Wall | Message

A Second Opinion (BC) wrote

Last Wednesday, the entire nation went into alarm as numerous devices thought to be bombs were found throughout the greater Boston area. Of course, they turned out to be nothing more than circuit boards that featured a character from the Cartoon Network's Adult Swim program, Aqua Teen Hunger Force, flipping the bird; a large-scale publicity stunt designed by Turner Broadcasting Services to generate ratings for its after-hours cartoon programming. According to the Associated Press, "They were placed in nine other U.S. cities without incident, but caused a major stir in Boston, where officials found 38 of them on bridges, a subway station, a hospital, Fenway Park, and other high-profile spots in and around the city."

Upon reflection, the first thing that came to my mind was the classic episode of I Love Lucy in which Lucy and Ethel pledge $500 each to impress Lucy's high-school friend who was making a charity collection. The reality, though, was that the two did not have the money and were forced to take a job from an advertising agency that required them to dress up as Martians and stage an invasion of the Empire State building. All of Manhattan was, in turn, consumed by the incident. The adidtional money will be donated from respondents in the Boston area. Today's media cannot fathom when enough is enough.

Security. Perhaps, this will serve to teach a lesson to figures in mainstream media. Today's media cannot fathom when enough is enough. The event put the city into a state of chaos. Every major news network was broadcasting live from Boston, concerned of a terror plot. All the while, TBS knew that the devices they planted were harmless. Yet, the network waited several hours to own up to its deed. In the ensuing time, bomb squads were called out, wasting a large sum of the city's money. Therein lies the problem: Today's media cannot fathom when enough is enough.

I was more than grateful to find out that night at Cantor's Deli. Feb. 2, Dunst and Moretti were seen grabbing a bite at El Compadre restaurant.

Feb. 1, Patrick Dempsey and wife Jillian welcomed two little McNuggets. People magazine confirmed that Darby Galen and Sullivan Patrick were born in Los Angeles. Four-year-old sister Talula has been looking forward to the new additions, according to Dempsey. He told the magazine that “making money is about providing for my children. And being a father makes you look at yourself.” Apparently, depression and anxiety is the new rehab. A slew of recent public offenders have been entering rehab (Isaiah Washington and Lindsay Lohan) and two young actresses have admitted to suffering from depression. First, Mandy Moore said in the February issue of Jane magazine that she "felt really low, really sad – depressed for no reason" a few months ago. Moore says that she got through the tough period by writing and recording new songs. "Writing has been really therapeutic,” she said. "These little nuggets that have come up over the past eight months have made me look at things in a different way.” More recently, Anne Hathaway told British magazine Tatler that she suffered from depression and anxiety in her teens, but worked through the problem without medication. She refers to the disease as another person and says, "She has now gone, gone to sleep. She has said her piece and she is gone.”

Joseph Neese is the Assistant Arts and Review Editor for The Heights. He welcomes comments at neese@bcheights.com.
‘Norbit’

Eddie Murphy shreds Dreamy respectability for fat suits, glasses, wrinkles, and multiple roles

It is one of those things in life that I’m sure everyone has experienced to some degree at one time or another. A person you know or know of is simply having the best week, month, year ever, and it doesn’t make a lick of sense. By all accounts, Eddie Murphy has atoned for The Adventures of Pluto Nash with his smashing role in Dreamgirls. And now, we revisit his obsession with fat suits in the cheap comedy, Norbit, which will surely revel in its own undignified glory and create tons of box office profit. These are the months of Murphy: he can do no wrong, so expect him to cure the common cold anytime now.

A loser dork of the highest degree can be found in Norbit – he’s a categorical dweeb. In fact, he’s so spineless that he lets a brutal, mean-spirited mountain of love named Rasputia pressure him into marrying her. Norbit, in addition to everyone else in his life, understands that something has to change, but he’s powerless to stand up to her. Lo and behold, Norbit’s sweetest childhood crush enters his life again, and the slapstick competition for Norbit begins.

Eddie Murphy plays both Norbit and Rasputia in the film, a Freudian “Huh?” when you think about his large, female self marrying his skinny, male self. Cuba Gooding, Jr. (God knows why he’s here) headlines a cast filled with second rate actors/comedians like Marlon Wayans, Thandie Newton, and Eddie Griffin. That being said, I fully recognize and applaud Mr. Eddie Griffin’s achievements with Man Law.

It’s difficult for me to understand how Murphy gets away with Norbit, but maybe that’s because I’m dumb and I don’t understand a lot of things. Please, Mr. Murphy, we know you’re on top of the world, but don’t make a sequel. What’s that? You’re giving me some of your newly acquired fortunes to shut up? On second thought, I can’t wait for Norbit Reloaded.

Ryan Keefe is a staff columnist for The Heights. He welcomes comments at keefer@bcheights.com.
Bored in Class?

Girls and sports
by Andrew Feinstein

Just a heads up. Valentine’s Day is in less than a week. Plan accordingly.

Turn to page 11 for the answers.

Sudoku Answers See Page 11

Crossword

ACROSS
1 Munch on
5 Slip-prevention device
10 Links’ vehicle
14 “Damn Yankees” vixen
15 Singer Buddy
16 Regan’s father
17 Curier’s partner
18 Opera songs
19 New York canal
20 Jackson and Principal
22 Queeg’s ship
23 Getty and Winwood
24 Drew and Mariah
25 Affirmative
26 Comic crash
27 Gomez or Morticia
31 Manner
36 Prepare to drive
37 CD’s rival
38 10 sawbucks
39 Fit for guys
41 Detonations
42 Major ISP
43 Pool tool?
44 “On the Waterfront” star
48 Puts in place
53 Russo and Coty
54 One with the most smarts
55 Requests
56 Japanese car maker
57 Sense organ
58 Electrical unit
59 Total
60 Mental spark
61 Has debts
62 Naps
63 Transmit

DOWN
1 Writer Barker
2 Larry of “Hogan’s Heroes”
3 Choose by vote
4 Refuse
5 English prince
6 Aussie parrots
7 Walt Disney’s middle name

8 Lamenters’ cry
9 Herndon and Cobb
10 Sharply defined
11 F.O.E. chapter
12 Like the wet season
13 Elders and alders
21 Four-year intervals
22 Confused
24 Machinery part
26 Make a wager
27 24-hr. banker
28 Narc’s org.
29 Hideaway
30 Eur. nation
31 Man about the house
33 SNL’s Gasterley
34 Giant Mel
35 Notes of scales
37 Dolores ___ Rio
40 Monkey house address
41 Interments
42 First Bobatos
43 Infant’s bed
44 La Scala cheer
45 Plant new seeds
46 Leg joint
47 Bird homes
48 Ball’s partner
49 TLC’s “___” Treehouse
50 Crystalline cavity
51 German city
52 Bed follower
54 Cher’s Sonny
56 Stashed away

© 2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.

Stand up and STAND OUT

Write for Arts and Review!
Meetings are Monday’s at 5:30 p.m. in the Eagle’s Nest. Send your questions, comments, and ideas to review@bcheights.com

GIRLS AND SPORTS BY ANDREW FEINSTEIN

WHAT A CUTE PUPPY AND BABY!

GEE, TRANKS

WAIT A MINUTE, ARE YOU JUST USING A PUPPY TO MEET GIRLS?

ACTUALLY, I’M DOING IT BECAUSE COMICS SURVEYS SAY READERS PREFER STRIPS WITH PUPPIES AND BABIES

BUT IF THESE GUYS HELP ME GET YOUR NUMBER, I’M OK WITH IT
COMICS

CLASSIC PEANUTS  BY CHARLES SCHULTZ

GET FUZZY  BY DARBY CONLEY

I’ve got other ideas for product placement, too: HARRY POTTER and the CHAMBER OF SECRETS, HARRY BURGER and the ORDER OF THE FRIES, HARRY...

OK, I’m gonna stop you there. You can’t just rewrite a HARRY POTTER book to include your own product placement.

I have many contingency titles...

THE DIRECTV CODE.

DILBERT  BY SCOTT ADAMS

CONGRATULATIONS on 20 Years of Service. Here’s a pen with the company’s logo.

I have one just like it. At least I think this one is mine. I might have gotten them mixed up.

Which one looks like it spent the least time in my ear?

HERMAN  BY JIM UNGER

GO FISH  BY J.C. DUFFY

I think you may be putting too much helium in your thought balloons, Ruprecht.

“The neck’s too tight.”

Answers from previous page

CROSSWORD

EDDIE'S ROD HENNA
BONNIE'S ODDBALL
BLITHE NOON TIME
APPLES EARTH
ISIS SPUIT
ANGELO SUB HIA
BRASS CANOE
NEW, PRIOR LIST
EMMIT, RINNERS
DEM, MED, EMISS
ELITE E, AND A
LICIT, ST, ARENA
ABSLTAIS, PANNE
CUBE, ANA, SEENTO
SNAG, TIP, ALT, EST

SUDOKO

2 1 3 4 8 9 7 6 5
5 4 3 6 2 1 8 9 7
9 6 7 2 5 3 1 4 8
4 3 6 5 9 1 2 7 8
6 7 2 8 4 3 1 5 9
9 1 8 6 2 7 3 4 6
3 5 9 7 8 4 2 1 6
7 2 9 1 6 4 5 8 3
8 4 1 2 3 5 6 9 7

*Don’t you see, Lisa?
If you don’t give in to romance, the terrorists win.*
Yummy Snickers sparks Controversy

A Super Bowl advertisement that depicted two men who eat a Snickers bar “Lady and the Tramp-style and wind up accidentally kissing,” according to TVSquad.com, is being pulled by Snickers. In the ad, the two men who mistakenly kiss, attempt to display their manliness by pulling hair from their chests. Gay and human rights activists urged Snickers to pull the ad, concerned about its homophobic vibes.

Batman’s Due Date, and Starts Smoking

Thank You For Smoking’s Aaron Eckhart looks to be the new Harvey Dent (Gotham’s district attorney who eventually turns into Two-Face) in the upcoming Batman Begins sequel, according to IGN Movies. Jake Gyllenhaal’s sister, Maggie Gyllenhaal, might take Katie Holmes’ place as Bruce Wayne’s anti-bra love interest. The film, titled The Dark Knight, is set to arrive July 18, 2008.

Aqua Teen Strikes Gold and Lawsuit

Their marketing tactics, which worked more effectively than they had probably hoped, have caused Paramount’s marketing guys to be slapped on the wrist by the City of Boston. The blinking advertisements – placed at “strategic locations” in nine other major cities aside from Boston – were meant to promote the March 23 release of Aqua Teen’s first feature film. Unfortunately for Paramount, their inadvertent headline-news marketing has also won them a federal lawsuit.

Heroes save NBC

By Blair Thill
Heights Staff

Ava the cheerleader, save the world.” That statement should have been amended to “Save the cheerleader, save NBC.” This is a statement being made by television critics around the nation. Last year, NBC was last in the network ratings – even behind FOX, which was a signal that hell had indeed frozen over. The network was spending money on developing new sitcoms and dramas that were completely out of tune with the viewing audience, not to mention completely devoid of humor or drama. Then a collection of superheroes was dropped at NBC’s doorstep. The network took a cue from Heroes’ Claire to regenerate its injured pride, and flew Heroes all the way into the top 20 – no small feat for a sci-fi fantasy.

I am assumed to admit that the reason I started watching the show was Milo Ventimiglia – Heroes’ power sponge Peter Petrelli, formerly known as bad boy Jess on Gilmore Girls. But the moment the pilot episode started, Heroes became yet another television obsession for me. The cast of characters is as diverse as it is talented, with a brilliant script to match. The show continues to bend in new directions, and it presents quite an enigma. The beauty of the show, however, is that unlike its ABC foil Lost, Heroes gives just as many answers each week as it does questions.

Monday’s episode dealt with the ongoing question of Peter’s superpower, but also showed us that he can permanently harvest others’ powers after taking a pole to the chest and regenerated his body tissues. The audience is still unsure of the identity and purpose of “The Haitian,” the tall man who works for Claire’s dad, but we were given the identity of Claire’s father, who turned out to be none other than Nathan Petrelli. I am stunned week after week with the intricate, movie-worthy plot, and expect Heroes’ future to be no different. According to TV Guide, one more hero will die before the end of the season. The cast is shockingly tight-lipped, but my money is on Isaac.

Paolo Nutini at The Paradise

By Alex Nordenson
Assoc. Arts & Review Editor

With roots in Tuscany, but born a Scot, Paulo Nutini brings a culturally presence to the music scene. Performing last Saturday at The Paradise Rock Club, Nutini provides today’s deflated soul genre with a fresh, but surprisingly aged voice.

Though he seemed to be dazed (I wonder why?) on stage and his commentary was shrouded in his thick Scottish accent, the young soul stud exuded excitement and poise. Nutini’s music is catchy, smart, and refreshing. Check out “New Shoes” and “Last Request.”